The High Performance Staffing Platform
What is 1Staff?
Specifically designed for staffing agencies, 1Staff provides a full front to back office staffing solution. We understand there
are no two staffing firms that are exactly alike, which is why 1Staff is configurable for your staffing agency’s unique needs.
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As an all-inclusive staffing solution, 1Staff fits your entire team.

To learn more about how 1Staff can help streamline
your staffing business, contact us today!
Go1Staff.com/learn-more

A full end-to-end staffing solution
FRONT OFFICE

BACK OFFICE

CANDIDATE & CUSTOMER SOURCING

From resume parsing to candidate search, 1Staff powered
by Microsoft Dynamics CRM has the tools needed for
your salespeople and recruiters to save time and be more
efficient.

MOBILITY

1Staff Front Office can be accessed on any major internet
browser or inside Outlook. For those on-the-go, 1Staff can be
used on a tablet or phone.

CONFIGURATION

Not only can you rename fields and redesign forms, you can
add entirely new fields and related data forms without custom
programming.

ADAPTABILITY

By combining the power of 1Staff Staffing Software with
Microsoft Dynamics CRM, you get a powerful system
to grow with your business and change as fast as your
customers change.

What our
clients have to
say about us.

FULLY INTEGRATED FINANCIALS

The fully integrated ERP Financial system includes accounts
receivable, accounts payable, general ledger, financial
reporting and more.

FLEXIBLE TIME & EXPENSE ENTRY OPTIONS

1Staff can process large volumes of transactions quickly
and provides total flexibility over pay types by job, multiple
units of time, and entry by piece/unit. Employees can also
attach receipts.

ADVANCED PAY/BILL SYSTEM

1Staff features built-in payroll for Canada and the United
States. You can also utilize other systems such as ADP or
Paychex. We’ll find the payroll processing option that best suits
your business no matter where in the world you’re located.

BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE & ANALYTICS

Establish goals and targets then leverage graphs and
dashboards to monitor your team’s performance. Identify and
eliminate bottlenecks in your system by tracking the steps or
people that slow down the process.

1Staff and Microsoft Dynamics CRM allowed us to combine
multiple solutions into a single platform. 1Staff’s applicant tracking,
compliance and onboarding functionality was deployed to
hundreds of users across all of our EmCare divisions. Not only is
1Staff flexible and easy to use, the agile platform has enabled our
team to provide business solutions quickly.
Abbas Asadi, VP of Information Technology, EmCare
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